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Whether you own a small or a large business, you need to bring your company in focus as to
promote your business and build rapport in the market. Promoting business online is a sure shot
method of reaching out to thousands of customers in the global front. One of the most essential
steps in online business is to have a unique and attractive website that best reflects your products
or services. Next, you need to look for web hosting services ideal for your site.

A dedicated server is one that your web hosting service provide offers you. It is a hardware device
and has its own bandwidth capacity along with RAM (Random Access Memory) and hard drives.
Your website and software applications related to your website get hosted on the hard drives of
such dedicated servers that facilitate in installing or running almost any program. They also offer
provision for others, who also have access to your website to connect to your server and use similar
programs at the same time as you. One instance where we find the practical use of dedicated
servers is the internet gaming.

In addition, there are other benefits of dedicated servers. Although the dedicated server hosting are
expensive compared to virtual or shared hosting plans, the benefits and features offered by them
are totally unmatched and undeniable. Various companies offering dedicated servers in India
provide smart hosting services to the customers. Such server hosting plans are ideal for gaming
application, software-rich website or for increasing your site traffic. Your website or applications
being hosted on dedicated server, there are no chances of the server being crowded by the
requests of applications or websites of other people.

Unlike shared hosting plans, the loading speed of web applications on dedicated servers is not
dependant on the amount of traffic derived by other websites on the same hosting server. This helps
in avoiding slow down times for websites with high traffics or other websites using the same server,
as in the case of shared hosting.In short, dedicated servers in India edge over shared hosting plans.
If you can add a second hard drive in a dedicated server, you can have added benefits. With more
hard drive space, you can have larger website with more software applications, content or files to
host. You can either save your hard drive space by removing graphical interfaces and performing
everything in complete control or add a second hard drive to remain stress free of space and files.
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